Linear multiregression dynamic models (LMDMs), which combine a graphical representation of a multivariate time series with a state space model, have been shown to be a promising class of models for forecasting of traffic flow data. Analysis of flows at a busy motorway intersection near Manchester, UK, highlights two important modelling issues: accommodating different levels of traffic variability depending on the time of day and accommodating measurement errors occurring due to data collection errors. This paper extends LMDMs to address these issues. Additionally, the paper investigates how close the approximate forecast limits usually used with the LMDM are to the true, but not so readily available, forecast limits.
Introduction
Traffic flow data are now routinely collected for many roads. These data can be used as part of a traffic management system to assess highways facilities and performance over time, or for real-time traffic control to prevent and manage congestion. The data can also be used as part of a traveller information system. Good short-term traffic flow forecasting models are vital for the success of both traffic management and traveller information systems. This paper focuses on developing flow forecasting models particularly appropriate for assessing highways facilities and performance over time or for providing advanced traffic information for travellers.
Traffic flow data are time series of counts of vehicles passing data collection sites, S(1), . . . , S(n), across a network. Traffic flows at sites upstream and downstream to S(i) are informative about the flows at S(i). To make use of this, lagged flows at other sites have been used by some to help forecast flows at S(i) (Tebaldi et al., 2002; Stathopoulos and Karlaftis, 2003) , while others use conditional independence so that lagged flows only at adjacent sites to S(i) are required (Whittaker et al., 1997; Sun et al., 2006) . However, when the time interval over which vehicles are counted is long enough for vehicles to register at more than one site in the network in the same time period, as is the case in this paper, then the flows at other sites at lag 0 are helpful for forecasting flows at S(i). The proposed model, a dynamic graphical model called the linear multiregression dynamic model (LMDM) (Queen and Smith, 1993) , takes advantage of this and uses information regarding upstream flows at time t for forecasting flow at S(i) at the same time t (see Section 3 regarding how this is done).
While Carvalho and West (2007) use an undirected graph to represent conditional independence relationships in the covariance structure of a multivariate time series, the LMDM represents any conditional independence relationships related to causality across the time series by a directed acyclic graph (DAG). This DAG is used to break the multivariate model into simpler univariate components, each of which is (conditionally) a Bayesian regression dynamic linear model (DLM) (West and Harrison, 1997) . In the context of traffic forecasting, as in Sun et al. (2006) , the direction of traffic flow produces the causal drive in the system and the possible routes through the network are used to define a conditional independence structure across the time series.
Each univariate regression DLM in the LMDM uses contemporaneous upstream traffic flows as regressors. Tebaldi et al. (2002) also use regression DLMs when modelling traffic flows, with upstream traffic flows as linear regressors. However, their regressors are lagged flows, rather than contemporaneous flows, because they have 1-minute flows so that, unlike in this paper, vehicles are not counted at multiple sites during a single time period.
This paper specifies a DAG and associated LMDM for a busy motorway intersection near Manchester, UK. Although the advantages of the LMDM in the context of traffic forecasting have been extensively explored (Whitlock and Queen, 2000; Queen et al., 2007; Queen and Albers, 2009) , modelling issues still remain, including accommodating different levels of traffic variability depending on the time of the day and accommodating measurement errors which can occur due to data collection errors (Bickel et al., 2007) . The methodology presented in this paper is developed to tackle these important practical issues. Additionally, the paper uses simulation to compare the approximate (easily calculated) forecast limits usually used in the LMDM with estimates of the true (not easily calculated) forecast limits.
Although this paper focuses on using the LMDM in the context of traffic flow forecasting, the model is potentially suitable for any application involving flows, such as electricity flows, signal flows in telecommunication networks, flows of packages over the internet, flows of goods in supply chains, and so on. It can also be applied to different types of multivariate time series problems such as sales forecasting (Queen, 1997) . Farrow (2003) also focuses on sales forecasting using a model similar to the LMDM, while Fosen et al. (2006) and Guo and Brown (2001) use similar ideas to the LMDM to analyse hormone time series and cancer patients with liver cirrhosis, respectively. The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data used throughout the paper. Section 3 gives a brief review of the LMDM while in Section 4 an LMDM is specified for the particular network of interest. Section 5 extends the LMDM so that it can accommodate the heteroscedasticity present in the usual pattern of traffic flows, while Section 6 adapts the proposed LMDM to accommodate measurement errors which frequently occur due to data collection errors. Section 7 investigates how close the approximate forecast limits usually used with the LMDM are to the true forecast limits. Finally, Section 8 offers some concluding remarks and discusses issues for future research.
The data
This paper focuses on developing a model for forecasting traffic flows at the intersection of three motorways -the M60, M62 and M602 -west of Manchester, UK. Figure 1(a) shows an aerial photograph of the network. highways facilities, the Highways Capacity Manual (2010) recommends aggregating data into 15-minute intervals. 15-minute intervals are also suitable for traveller information systems, traveller decisions being influenced by the expected conditions further along their route systems (Vlahogianni et al., 2004) . Thus in this paper the data have been aggregated into 15-minute intervals. Adapting the models for shorter time periods will be the focus of future research. Figure 2(b) shows box-plots of flows for each weekday from March to November 2010 at site 1431A for the period 14:00-14:59. These clearly show daily differences in level and variability of flows. These daily differences can be incorporated into the model, but for clarity of presentation, this paper will use flows for Wednesdays only (which doesn't cause problems with discontinuities because flows around midnight are very low and vary little).
It only takes a few minutes for a vehicle to traverse the network. So, for 15-minute data, vehicles are usually counted at several data sites within the same time period. The LMDM accommodates this, using information regarding the flows at sites upstream to a particular site S(i) to help forecast the flow at S(i) in the same time period.
Linear multiregression dynamic models
This section gives a brief overview of LMDMs (see Queen and Smith, 1993 , for full details).
Consider a multivariate time series Y t = (Y t (1) · · · Y t (n)) with a conditional independence structure related to causality defined across it, so that for each i = 2, . . . , n and at each time t, conditional on variables pa( Formally, denoting all available information at time t − 1 by D t−1 , the LMDM is defined as follows.
The m i -dimensional vector F t (i) contains an arbitrary, but known, function of the parents pa(Y t (i)) and possibly other known variables; θ t (i) is the m i -dimensional parameter vector for Y t (i) and θ t = (θ t (1) · · · θ t (n) ); V t (1), . . . , V t (n) are the scalar observation variances; m t−1 and C t−1 are the (posterior) moments for θ t−1 ; matrices G t , W t , and C t−1 are block diagonal; w t = (w t (1) · · · w t (n) ), and v t (1), . . . , v t (n) and w t (1), . . . , w t (n), are independent sequences of independent errors.
Given the distribution (3), the prior distribution for θ t |D t−1 is obtained from (2). Forecast distributions for each Y t (i) conditional on pa(Y t (i)) are then found separately via (1).
However, as Y t (i) and pa(Y t (i)) are both observed at the same time t, the marginal forecasts for each Y t (i) are required. Although the marginal forecast distributions cannot generally be calculated analytically, the marginal forecast moments are readily available using E(X) = E{E(X|Y )} and V (X) = E{V (X|Y )} + V {E(X|Y )}. Essentially, in the LMDM, the marginal forecast moments of the parents of Y t (i) are used to obtain the marginal forecast moments for Y t (i), which in turn are used to find the marginal forecast moments of Y t (i)'s children, and so on (see Queen and Smith, 1993 and Queen et al., 2008) . Finally, because of the structure of the LMDM, after observing y t , the distribution for each θ t (i) can be updated separately (in closed form) within the (conditional) DLM
Some of the methodology developed in this paper directly affects the forecast variance.
In order to evaluate the forecast performance of these methods, the joint log-predictive likelihood (LPL) is used rather than a measure based solely on forecast error. After observing y 1 , . . . , y T , the LPL for the LMDM is calculated as:
Because the forecast variance directly affects the forecast limits, an alternative, decision theoretically principled way of comparing forecast performance, is through the mean interval score (MIS), which is a function of the limits of the forecast interval for each observation, with a penalty when the observation lies outside the interval (for details, see Gneiting and Raftery, 2007 4 Building an LMDM for the Manchester network
Forks and Joins
Traffic networks are basically a series of junctions of two types: forks and joins. A fork, in which vehicles from a single site S(1) move to two sites S(2) and S(3), is illustrated in Figure 3 (a). A join, in which traffic from two sites, S(4) and S(5), merge to a single site S(6), is illustrated in Figure 3 
can be elicited to have the forms:
Thus, upstream flows are used in the models for downstream flows.
In (4), the µ t (·) parameters are level parameters, while parameter α t represents the proportion of traffic flowing from S(1) to S(2), and v t (·) are normal error terms. In Queen et al. (2007) the normality of the errors v t (·) is justified by appealing to the Poisson approximation to normality for large means. While the data in this paper cannot be considered either Poisson or normal, as will be seen in Section 5, the variance does increase as a function of the mean. West and Harrison (1997) propose using a variance law within a normal DLM to model such non-normal data. Thus, in order to take advantage of the computational simplicity of the LMDM and the ease with which established DLM techniques can be incorporated into the model, normal errors will be used for v t (·) and, in Section 5, the LMDM will be extended to incorporate a variance law to accommodate the non-normality of the data. Note that the data could have been modelled using non-normal errors via a generalisation of the LMDM known as the multiregression dynamic model (Queen and Smith, 1993) , but that would be more computationally complex. The data could also have been transformed to normality, although that would lose model interpretability.
Following the terminology of the WinBUGS software (http://www.mrc-bsu.cam.ac.uk/bugs/), Y t (3) and Y t (6) are modelled as logical variables. This is because all traffic from S(1) must flow to S(2) and S(3), while all traffic from S(4) and S(5) flows to S(6). Of course, these logical relationships are not exactly true because some vehicles will be between sites at the start and end of the period. This error should, however, be small enough to make this model appropriate.
DAGs representing the fork and join are given in Figure 4 . Because the model for
is a parent of Y t (2), and hence there is an arc from
in the DAG, and so on. Logical variables are denoted by double ovals in the DAG. Joining together the DAGs of individual forks and joins provides a general method for eliciting a DAG and associated LMDM for an entire network. Figure 5 shows the full DAG for the Manchester network. 
Model parameters
Although each of the observation equations for Y t (1), Y t (4) and Y t (5) in (4) are algebraically the same for each time t, the actual parameters, µ t (1), µ t (4) and µ t (5), will exhibit a diurnal cycle, as clearly shown in Figure 2 (a). This diurnal cycle can be modelled by a seasonal factor DLM (West and Harrison, 1997) , in which there is a mean flow level parameter for each 15-minute period in the day (as described in Queen and Albers, 2009 ), or by a Fourier form DLM (West and Harrison, 1997, Section 8.6) or by considering splines to represent the smooth flow trend over the day (as in Tebaldi et al., 2002) . 
Linear relationship between parent and child
The LMDM equation for Y t (2) in (4) assumes a linear relationship between parent and child. Figure 7 , showing typical plots of 15-minute flows for parent versus child at different times of the day, illustrates why this is a realistic assumption. A linear relationship would explain most of the variation between parent and child in each plot, although the relationship is not the same throughout the day. This is simply a consequence of the diurnal cycle of the proportion parameter α t , as demonstrated in Figure 6 . Notice that there seems to be two separate regimes in the plot for 17:15-17:29. This is the result of some unusual flows requiring intervention at the parent site. 
Contemporaneous flows as regressors

Modelling flow heteroscedasticity
In an LMDM, following standard variance learning methods for DLMs (see West and Harrison, 1997, Section 4.5), inference about the unknown, assumed constant, observation (1) is based on a conjugate analysis for the associated precisions φ(i) = V (i) −1 . However, as can be seen from the boxplots of flows shown in Figure 8 , the assumption of constant observation variances is unrealistic here. The assumption of constant variance may also not be reasonable when using the LMDM for other applications. As an example, the flow variability of goods to be distributed over a chain of supermarkets can be affected by seasonal effects due to holidays and seasons of the year. These seasonal effects can also, for example, be responsible for non-constant variability of electricity flow distribution to residential areas.
Section 4.1 proposed extending the LMDM to incorporate a variance law to enable nonnormal data, in which the mean is related to the variance, to be modelled by an LMDM.
Such a variance law would also accommodate a non constant V t (i). Since the LMDM uses simple normal DLMs for each Y t (i)|pa(Y t (i)), the LMDM can easily be extended to incorporate a variance law into each conditional DLM, thus producing a novel approach for accommodating non-normal data and non constant V t (i) in multivariate state space models.
In a variance law model, write the observation variance at time t as
where µ t (i) and V (i) are the underlying level and observation variance, respectively, of the series Y t (i), and k(µ t (i)) represents the change in observation variance associated with µ t (i), which depends on the context and nature of the data (Migon et al., 2005) . Figure 9 shows (different) roughly linear relationships between log mean and log variance of flows at site 9206B for two periods: 19:00-06:59 and 07:00-18:59. Similar relationships can also be observed at other sites. These empirical relationships suggest that, for each period,
where β takes different values for the two different periods. As pointed out by West and Harrison (1997) , what is important is that k(µ t (i)) "changes markedly as the flow level changes markedly", rather than determining precise values for k(µ t (i)). Thus, the empirical flow mean-variance relationship suggests modelling the (2010) use the observations themselves as proxies for the unknown mean. In this paper, where the emphasis is very much on forecasting, µ t (i) is estimated by its forecast, denoted f t (i), obtained from the LMDM. This motivates a variance law in which V t (i) in (1) is replaced by
The underlying observation variance V (i) can be estimated on-line dynamically as data are observed using usual variance learning techniques (see West and Harrison, 1997 , Section 4.5), whereas β can be estimated from flow means and variances using historical data, with different β values for the two periods 19:00-06:59 and 07:00-18:59.
In addition to the use of a variance law, the LMDM can be adapted further to allow the observation variances to evolve dynamically through time. Following methods developed for univariate DLMs, suppose that the precision for the model for Y t (i)|pa(Y t (i)) can change over time, so that given the posterior,
the prior for φ t (i) is given by,
While the prior mean for φ t (i) is the same as the posterior mean for φ t−1 (i), the prior variance for φ t (i) is larger than the posterior variance for φ t−1 (i), so that after observing y t−1 , there is more uncertainty about φ t (i) than φ t−1 (i). Smaller values of δ increase the uncertainty more than larger values do. Thus smaller values of δ are suitable when the observation variance is unstable over time whereas larger values are suitable when the observation variance is more static. The updating equations to obtain the posterior for φ t (i) are straightforward, as shown in West and Harrison (1997) . This idea can also be used with the variance law so that, in (6), V (i) can also evolve dynamically.
Some results
Four different LMDMs were used for forecasting in the Manchester network:
• Model A assumes a constant V (i) and uses established variance learning techniques to estimate V (i) on-line dynamically as data are observed;
• Model B assumes a time-varying V t (i) using the variance law (6) with a dynamically evolving underlying variance V (i) as in (7) and (8);
• Model C assumes a time-varying V t (i) using the variance law (6) with a dynamically evolving underlying variance V (i) as in (7) and (8) for period 19:00-06:59, while using a dynamically evolving underlying variance V (i) as in (7) and (8) but no variance law for period 07:00-18:59 (because of the weaker mean-variance relationship in this period);
• Model D assumes a time-varying V t (i) using the variance law (6) only.
Historical data from February to April 2010 were used to estimate the two values of β in (6) for the two periods 19:00-06:59 and 07:00-18:59, and were also used, in the absence of expert information, to elicit priors. On-line one-step ahead forecasts were then obtained for Wednesday flows in May and June 2010.
As illustration of the parent and child forecast performance using Models A-D, Table 1 shows the LPL and MIS values when forecasting the 4 parent root nodes together with their associated (non logical variable) children. For models B and C, a value for δ is needed for each series. Following West and Harrison, 1997 , the LPL could be used as an informal guide to choosing the δ which gave the best forecast performance for these data. However, the LPL can be sensitive to outliers and so instead δ was chosen to minimise the MIS.
(Models A-D all have the same forecast means and so only an assessment of the forecast limits is required.) The LPL and MIS quoted in Table 1 for each series for Models B and C, are those obtained when using the δ which minimised the MIS for that series and model. Although Model A performs the best in terms of LPL for the first pair of series in Table 1 , Model B performs the best in terms of MIS for these series, and in all other cases, the best performing model is Model B, which uses the variance law and also allows the underlying variance V (i) to evolve dynamically. As another illustration of the forecast performance, Figure 10 shows the observed flows on a specific day for root node 1431A and its child 1437A, together with their onestep ahead forecast means f t (i) and one-step ahead forecast limits defined as f t (i) ± 2 Var(Y t (i)|D t−1 ). The forecasts were calculated considering Models A and B, since Model B performs the best amongst the time-varying models. The effect of the variance law and dynamically evolving underlying variance is clearly visible at both sites: for example, the range of the forecast limits given by Model B is much smaller than the range given by Model A during 00:00-06:59.
Note that there are some flows observed during the morning and afternoon peak periods that lie outside the forecast limits based on Model A but lie inside the forecast limits provided by Model B. As time t increases, in a variance law model, the observation variance estimate, V t (i), has the form of an exponentially weighted moving average of the forecast error (West and Harrison, 1997, p. 363) , so that the most recent forecast error has a larger weight than the forecast errors observed in the past. The result of this is that, as the variance of the forecast distribution is scaled by V t (i), Model B will adapt more quickly to correct for large forecast errors than will Model A. This means that a variance law model automatically increases uncertainty in the forecasts, which can be useful when intervention may be required but expert information is not available.
In Figure 10 , the forecast limits are quite wide at times and most observations lie within them. However, for a well-calibrated model, approximately only 95% of observations should lie within the forecast limits. Over the whole forecast period, Model B actually is well-calibrated for the root nodes with roughly 95% of observations lying within the forecast limits for each series: the wide forecast limits in Figure 10 6 Accommodating measurement error
Measurement errors
When building DAGs and MDMs for forks and joins in Subsection 4.1, Y t (3) and Y t (6)
were both modelled as logical variables without errors. However, as is common for data in a variety of applications, loop detector data are prone to measurement errors due to device malfunctions (see Chen et al., 2003 and Bickel et al., 2007) so that modelling Y t (3) and Y t (6) as logical variables may not be a realistic assumption in practice.
To illustrate, consider the fork consisting of sites 1431A, 1437A and 6002A in Figure 1 (b).
As noted in Section 4, it would be unrealistic to expect Y t (6002A) to be exactly equal to
because of time-lag effects. However, when examining the errors
, it is apparent that modelling Y t (6002A) as a logical variable really is too simplistic. Figure 11 shows a histogram and q-q plot of these errors observed in the period 21:00-22:59 during 2010 with 5% of the extreme errors excluded from the plot. (The most extreme errors were removed because these would be dealt with using intervention to maintain forecast performance and so the inclusion of such extreme errors in the plot gives an unrealistic picture of the errors.) From the histogram in Figure 11( a) it is clear that the errors are nearly all positive with some significant variability, while the q-q plot in Figure 11 (b), suggests that an assumption of normally distributed measurement error seems reasonable for 95% of the data and is worth considering as a simple model. 
Accommodating measurement error
Consider the fork of Figure 3(a) . In Section 4.1, the layout of the sites and direction of traffic flow suggested that the model for Y t (3)|Y t (1), Y t (2) could be simply Y t (3) = y t (1) − y t (2). An alternative model which accommodates measurement error is of the form:
where θ t (3) (2) is the level of the measurement error and v t (3) ∼ N (0, V t (3)), for some V t (3).
As vehicles from S(1) can only go to S(2) or S(3), set the prior mean for θ t (3) (1) to be 1 with small prior variance. Note that the measurement errors at S(1) and S(2) are taken into account automatically through the model parameters and observation variances V t (1) and V t (2). The DAG representing this new model is the same as in Figure 4 (a) except that the double oval (representing a logical variable) is now an ordinary single oval.
The distribution of the errors in the Manchester network actually differs with the time of day, as illustrated in Figure 12 . The mean of the error follows the usual pattern of the flow observed during the day (see Figure 2 (a)). To account for this, a seasonal factor model can be used for θ t (3) (2) in the same way as for modelling the diurnal cycle of µ t (i) in Section 4.2. Figure 12 also shows the error variability changing through the day. In fact for the Manchester network, as with the flows themselves, there is a roughly linear relationship between the logs of the means and variances of the errors during periods 19:00-06:59 and 07:00-18:59. Thus the variability of V t (3) can be accommodated by using a variance law LMDM as in (6), combined with a dynamically evolving underlying variance V (3) as in (7) and (8). An analogous model can be defined to allow for measurement error in a join.
Forecast performance
Model (9) and the logical model without an error term (as in (4)) were used to obtain one-step ahead forecasts for the four children of root nodes considered as logical variables in The MedianSE for each series when using these two models is shown in columns 2 and 3 of As can be seen in Table 2 , the error model performs significantly better than the logical model in terms of MedianSE for two of these series and slightly worse for the other two series. Notice that the series which show the greatest improvement in using the error model in comparison to the logical model are those for which the relative measurement errors are high. However, although the error model gives greater improvement in forecast performance when the relative measurement errors are high, high relative measurement errors also mean an increase in the uncertainty of the resulting forecasts which, in turn, means that forecast limits are wider for series with high relative measurement error than for series with low relative measurement errors. Although the choice of which of two children at a fork should be considered to be the logical variable is arbitrary, the relative measurement errors for each of the children should be considered when making a decision.
As with the time-varying variance model of Section 5, the forecast limits for each (child) series in Table 2 overestimate the forecast uncertainty, with a coverage of roughly 97% for each series when using the logical model, and roughly 99% for each series when using the error model. Again, this is indicative that there are factors (such as extra traffic variables, possibly) affecting the variability which are not captured by the model.
Of course, the normal model used here for modelling the measurement error is only a simple model and other distributions may be more appropriate: for example, a mixture of distributions may work well. However, traveller information systems and some traffic management systems require real-time forecasts, and so the computational costs of considering alternative approaches for error modelling must be carefully taken into account. To answer this question, consider once again the forecast limits of site 1437A obtained by this approximation (as shown in Figure 10 ). The 'true' 95% forecast limits of the marginal forecast distributions for site 1437A would be the 2.5% and 97.5% percentiles of the marginal forecast distributions. These can be estimated at each time t via simulation:
Forecast limits in the LMDM
simulate samples from the marginal forecast distributions by simulating the joint forecast distribution of parent Y t (1431A) and child Y t (1437A) via the normal forecast distribution for Y t (1431A) and the conditional normal forecast distribution for Y t (1437A)|Y t (1431A). Figure 13 shows the approximate forecast limits for site 1437A based on marginal moments, together with the estimated 'true' forecast limits based on simulation. The plot shows the same day as was considered in Figure 10 in which there were some unusual traffic flows which created a high level of flow uncertainty. As can be seen, even when there is a lot of forecast uncertainty, the forecast limits based on marginal moments are in fact close to the simulated true limits -certainly a good enough approximation given their ease and speed of calculation. When considering all flow series considered in Table 1, forecast intervals provided by both models also have similar MIS.

Final Remarks
This paper developed models for forecasting multivariate traffic flow data, applying the proposed methodology to the problem of forecasting in a particular network.
A DAG and LMDM to represent the Manchester traffic network was elicited. New methodology has been developed allowing for time-varying observation variances in multivariate time series, extending the LMDM to incorporate variance laws and introducing methods for allowing the individual variances to evolve dynamically. Methods have also been developed for accommodating the non-negligible measurement errors which often occur in loop detector data. In addition, the paper used simulation to confirm that forecast limits approximated using the (readily available) marginal forecast moments are in fact close to estimates of the (not so readily available) true forecast limits calculated from the marginal forecast distributions.
An area of future research is the development of methods for using additional traffic variables routinely collected along with flow data, such as average speed, headway and occupancy, to improve flow forecasts. Although current multivariate traffic forecasting models do not usually make use of the additional information from these variables, the fact that the LMDM breaks the multivariate model into a set of regression DLMs means that the incorporation of these variables into this particular multivariate model (using a combination of theoretical well-known relationships between traffic variables and datadriven approaches) is more straightforward.
